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[. INTRODUCTION
A circuit model is ~iven as G = (V, E). V is the set of cells and E is the set of nets. A cell is a gate or a group of gates and has its own size. A net connects a number of cells, which is specified by a set of cells. A bipartition of a circuit G is a partitioning of the cell set V into two disjoint subsets A aud B (represented by (A, B) ). The cut size of a bipartition, denoted c(A, B) , is defined to be the number of nets whose end points are in both A and B. 1 For a partition (A, B) to be practically useful, it must satisfy some balance requirement between the sizes IAI and [B[ of the two partitions? The ratio-cut of a is defined to be ~.
Finding an partition (A, B ) op--ritual ratio-cut bipartition is known to be NP-hard [18] . Figure 1 shows an example of a circuit model. In the figure rectangles represent cells with their own sizes. The solid lines represent nets connecting ceils. The dashed line represents a bipartition of cut size 3. The ratio-cut size of the bipartition is 3 over the multiple of the sum of white cell sizes and that of shaded cell sizes. Finding a good bipartition of a graph or a circuit is useful in various areas of computer science such as sparse matrix factorization, \;LSI circuit placement and routing, 1 In ot her words, the total number of nets minus the number of nets all whose end points belong to only one partition.
2 IAI denotes the sum of cell sizes in partition A.
"'Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed lbr profit or co,urnercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this xvork owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with crcdit is pcrmitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a lee." ~ 1997 ACM 0-89791-850-9 97 0002 3.50 2.7 '4 ' ": V partitioning module Fig. 1 . An example of a "ircuit model network partitioning, etc. Fiduccia and Mattheyses [9] suggested a circuit bipartitioning heuristic which improves a given initial bipartition by a sequence of moving individual cells to their opposite sides. Wei and Cheng suggested a heuristic for circuit ratio-cut partitioning problem called RCut which applies Fiduccia-Mattheyses heuristic followed by left and right shift to be able to find rather unbalanced but smallcut-sized bipartitions [18] . The spectral method uses the second smallest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector of the Lapl~cian matrix of the input graph. Based on the values in the eigenvector, the ceUs-are linearly ordered and a cut point is sought to minimize the object function of corresponding bipartition. Hagen and K~hng applied the spectral method for the circuit ratio-cut bipartitioning problem ( E I G I -I G ) [10] . The authors [4] suggested a genetic ratio-cut algorithm (GRCA) for circuit ratio-cut bipartitioning. G R C A modified FiducciaMattheyses heuristic and combined it with a steady-state genetic framework.
Traditionally, most genetic algorithm (GA) implementations have been based on linear encodings [11] . To fit into linear encodings, problems are encoded into onedimensional strings, which we believe can result in considerable toss of input information. It is known that a fairly high dimension is needed to embed a general graph with reasonable distortion [13] . This motivates the use of higher-dimensional encodings and crossovers. A multipoint crossover on linear strings alternately copies intervats (made by crossover points) of the two parent strings into the offspring. The term alternate copy becomes i]ldefined as the encoding dimension increases, and we require a different view of multi-point crossover to effectively extend it to higher dimensions. Alternate copy can be viewed as classifying genes into two equivalence classes, say class 0 and class 1, and copying genes in class 0 from one parent and genes in class 1 from the other parent. The authors suggested a multi-dimensional geographic crossover and applied it to the theoretical graph bisection problem [12] . In [12] , the authors used a pure (non-hybridized) genetic framework to concentrate on the effect of crossover. This paper is the first result which shows improvement by replacing a traditional crossover with geographic one in the framework of hybrid GA.
Section II. provides an introduction to genetic algorithms and prepatational arguments for the geographic crossover to be used. Section III. describes the four methods to be compared. Section IV. provides experimental results and Section V. makes conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm starts with a set of initial solutions (chromosomes), called a population. This population then evolves into different populations for several (frequently hundreds of) iterations. For each iteration or generation, the evolution process proceeds as follows. Two members of the population are chosen based on some probability distribution. These two members are then combined through a crossover operator to produce an offspring. With a low probability, this offspring is then modified by a mutation operator to introduce unexplored search space to the population, enhancing the diversity of the population. The offspring is tested to see if it is suitable for the population. If it is, the offspring replaces a member of the population. We now have a new population and the evolution process is repeated until certain condition is met. At the end the algorithm returns the best member of the population as the solution to the problem. "Our genetic algorithms generate only one offspring per generation. Such a genetic algorithm is called steady-state genetic algorithm [19] , [17] as opposed to a generationalgenetic algorithm which replaces the whole population or a large subset of the population per generation. A typical structure of a steady-state genetic algorithm is given in Figure 2 . If we add a local improvement heuristic, typically after mutation, we say it is hybridized and a GA with this scheme is called a hybrid G A.
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In this paper we use two-dimensional encoding for circuit partitioning problem. Before proceeding, because most terminologies in G A were defined under the framework of linear encoding, we change them to fit into twodimensional encoding used in this paper. Assume without loss of generality that the number of genes is N = l 2.
A chromosome is a two-dimensional matrix ( 
B. Another View of a Crossover
A crossover operator cuts a chromosome into two or more subparts and Mternately copies the subpatts of the two parents into the offspring. Formally, the cutting can be viewed as classifying the genes into two equivalence classes 3 and the alternating copy can be viewed as copying genes in one equivalence class from one patent and genes in the other equivalence class from the other patent. The necessary and sufficient condition for a chromosomal cutting scheme to be well-defined as crossover is that it should be able to classify the genes into two equivalence classes. The following subsection provides formal arguments for multi-dimensional geographic crossovers.
C. Classification of Genes
The authors showed that all points in a continuous space-can be classified into two equivalence classes by a number of cutting hypersurfaces as far as each hypersurface divides the domain space into two subspaces Among all possible cutting surfaces, consider only those in ~'~ -D '~. T h a t is, a cutting surface never touches 3A corrtmonly used equivalence relation in the GA coramunity [15] . [6] is based on schemas. Two chromosomes are in the same equivalence class associated with a schema if they contain the same schema. Such art equivalence relation and equivalence classes are totally different from those described in this paper. the elements in D " . The cutting surfaces are the counterpart of crossover points in traditional crossovers on linear strings.
D e f i n i t i o n 2 For two points z , y E D'*, z R , y if and only if there exists a path from z to y which makes an even number of intersections, or crosses, with cutting surfaces.
Because it is obvious that R , is reflexive (zRez), commutative (::R,y iff y R , z), and transitive (if azR,y and yR,z, then =Rez), R , is an equivalence relation. We choose k such cutting surfaces. Based on Fact 2 we can classify all positions in D " into two equivalence classes (say class 0 and class 1) associated with those cutting surfaces. This provides a theoretical validity of the two-dimensional geographic crossover.
I I I . F o u r ALGORITHMS
A. RCut
Wei and Cheng first suggested the objective function ratio-cut of a circuit bipartitioning and devised a heuristic called RCut. R C u t i) applies Fiduccia-Mattheyses circuit partitioning heuristic to the input circuit, ii) with the solution, try left shift by moving every cell one by one to the left partition and choose the best ratio-cut partition in the course (left shift), iii) with this solution after ii). do the same to the right direction and choose the best in the course (right shift), iv) repeat ii) and iii) until there is no more improvement, and v) finally apply Fiduccia-Mattheyses heuristic to seek further improvement. RCut showed 39% improvement over FiducciaMattheyses heuristic. See [18] for details. Recently RCut was improved to RCut2.0 and, in the comparison section, we will be using multi-start RCut2.0 which runs RCut2.0 1{} times and takes the best result (call it RCut2.0-10).
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B. Spectral Method
The use of spectral method for partitioning dates back to 1972 [8] . It associates the given sparse, symmetric matrix and its adjacency graph with a matrix called Lapinclan matrix. It computes a particular eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix and, based on the components, the corresponding cells are linearly ordered and a cut point is sought to minimize the cut size. Hagen and Kahng applied this method to circuit ratio-cut partitioning with successful results particularly for circuits with uniformsized ceils. T h e y also devised a dual hypergraph representation of the netlist to enhance EIG (EIG-IG). See [10] for details.
C. G R C A
The authors suggested a genetic ratio-cut algorithm (GRCA) for circuit ratio-cut bipartitioning. G R C A uses traditional linear encoding and 5-point crossover. It is a hybrid genetic algorithm combined with a modified Fiduccia-Mattheyses heuristic. F i d u c c i~M a t t h e y s e s heuristic was carefully modified by a new tie breaking rule considered helpful for genetic search. G R C A also uses steady-state replacement [17] , [5] where an offspring replaces a chromosome in the population as soon as the offspring is created (rather than waiting until a number of offsprings are created before replacement). The authors reported that G R C A produced 29.5% and 12.3% better results than those of E I G I -I G and Rcut2.0-10, respectively. See [4] for details.
D. G E O R G
We incorporate two new features into GB.CA and name it G E O R G (GEOgraphic-crossover-based Ratio-cut Genetic algorithm).
1) Geographic Crossover:
Notice from Section II.C. that Definition 1 is the only restriction on the cutting strategy, i.e., any cutting strategy satisfying Definition 1 will yield a well-defined crossover.
However, since a comphcated cutting strategy may make implementation more difficult than necessary, geographic crossover was designed to be simple yet provide reasonably diverse crossover operators. Geographic crossover first selects two points on two of the four chromosomal edges. Starting from both points, we draw two lines by moving monotonically until their end points can be connected by a horizontal or vertical straight hne. By this we can cut the chromosome into two disjoint subsets. We apply k such cuttings and call it k-cut geographic crossover. ~) DFS-Zigzag Mapping: Bagley [1] proposed the inversion operator which inverts an interval of genes, thereby changing the distribution of specific symbols of schemas and affecting the survival probabihties of schemas by occasionally constructing better shaped schemas. However, because it is performed at random, some schemas are affected positively while others are affected negatively. Apparently due to this drawback, it is rarely used at present [7] . The authors suggested a static gene reordering technique to avoid the randomness and showed drastic improvements for proper instances [2] , [5] . Depth-first search (DFS) is known to be helpful for preserving clusters in a graph in a genetic encoding [4] .
Since we use two-dimensional crossover, we need to embed genes into two-dimensional chromosomal positions. Given a circuit net list, we first transform it into a graph by standard chque transformation where each net is transformed into a complete subgraph where all edges are of degree 2. Each edge has a weight which is given as 1 where d is the degree of corresponding net. 4 With this transformed graph, we first hnearly order genes by a DFS with a tie-breaking rule which gives priority to vertices connected via high-weighted edges. After that, we map them onto the two-dimensional chromosome in a zigzag fashion as shown in Figure 4(b) . The embedding scheme of Figure 4 (b) is expected to better preserve specificsymbol clusters in schemas than that of Figure 4(a) . In the figure, assume black-marked positions represent the positions of specific symbols of a schema. The schema is better clustered and better preserving in Figure 4 (b) than in Figure 4 (a). The advantage of schemas with clustered specific symbols is described in [3] .
4The degree of a net is the number of ceils that participate in the net. ~77 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare the results of GEORG against those of RCut2.0-10, EIGI-IG, and GRCA. We tested them on 11 ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits. The numbers of cells in the circuits range from 833 (PrimGA1, PrimSC1) to 12,142 (Industry2). For fair comparison, we downloaded all the sources from the original authors, compiled amd ran them on the same machine. Table I shows the average ratio-cut of each algorithm from 10 runs and their average running times. Figure 5 normalized them to those of RCut2.0-10's and shows it graphically. RCut2.0-10's ratio-cuts (and running time) are set to I00. Among them EIGI-IG is a deterministic algorithm and it always generates the same solution for a given input. Reut2.0 performed reasonably but showed occasional surges for three of 11 circuits. EIGI-IG also performed moderately with surges for four circuits. GRCA showed relatively stable performance. GEORG performed best among them for all 11 benchmark circuits. On the average, GEORG outperformed EIGI-IG, RCut2.0-10, and GRCA by 36.3%, 24.6%, and 11.6%, respectively. The averages of GEORG approaches very close to the bests for most of the circuits.
We should mention that the pure row-major order (Figure 4(a) ) also produced reasonable results• Their averages are the same as the bests in 9 of 11 circuits like zigzag order (Figure 4(b) ). For the last two circuits (19ks and industry~), zigzag order produced 8% better ratio-cuts than row-major order.
V DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new genetic algorithm for circuit ratio-cut partitioning problem. Experiments with ACM/SIGDA benchmark circuits showed significant improvement over recently published results. This is one of rare results in genetic algorithm community which outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches on real-world problems. The suggested approach is not restricted to the circuit partitioning problem. Furthermore, we sus-
